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The aim of this essay is to provide a historical and theoretical 

context from which to judae tne present controversy re,arding 

competition in North Atlantic ccmmercial satellite services. The 



approach will be to supply the reader with both information and 

methodologies on which to base o decision about this important 

policy issue, rather than to make such a decision on the reader's 

behalf, 

The oalance of the paper is orgarized as follows. Section II 

presents a chronolo~y of policy precederts regarding the role of 

monopoly ano co~pet1tion for taleco~~unications facilities and 

services. ~ll of the cas~s review~d ir.volve either intern3tional 

marKets or satellites, and usually octn. Tbey incl~de the 

Communications Satellite ~ct; the ori;inal and rene,otiated INTELSAT 

agreements; tha 0.S. Pras1cant•5 Task ~or~e on Communications 

Policy; the oomestic satellite ce~ate in the United States; the 

Author1zea Usor :ecis1cn ano its reversal by the Federal 

Communications Co~missi~n CFC:); :~;T~LS~r·s colicy of leasing 

transpond•rs •or domestic satellite systems; and recent policy 

hearings and stucies of the u.s. Con;ress regarding competition 

policy in teleccmmunicstion5. 

Sections :r: and IV present =rJu~ents respectively against and 

tor the intro~uction of competiti◊n ~1tb I~TELSAT. ~hile current 

policy interest focuses on the ~1;h-c ■ nsity ~orth ~tlantic routes, 

the reasoning is co~ched in a ~or~ ;ener~l framework. :t makes use 

of the historical oata ~arshalled in Section II, perspectives drawn 

from economic thec~y, 3nd U.S. foreign pclicy considerations. Much 

of the conceptual material sterns fro~ recent advances in industrial 

organization theory, includin; the notions ct econo~ies of scope, 

sustainability of natural monopcly, and contestability of market 

struct~re. Other theory deals with competition as an efficient and 
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autonomous information source; cptimal pricing 3nd economic welfare; 

and, within the context of pricin~ theory, the issue of 

"cream-skimming• which has teen so central to the transatlantic 

competition debate. 

Foreign policy areas to be explored include INTELSAT•s global 

price averaging as an ensine of international telecommunications 

oevelo~ment assista~ce ~~~~; 103 ~aticns. ~ore ,enerally, we will 

examine INTELS~T JS a u.S. for~ign ~cli:y s~ccess 3nd discuss the 

extent to which forei~n policy :ansidaretiors can offset o~jectives 

based on econo~i~ reasonin?• 

Sact1on V pr&s~nts a SJ~~ary ~nd tentative conclusions. 

This section ~xp:ores i~ocrtant ~clicy actions rag3rCing 

competition and orivate entraorene~rship in the ~revision of 

telecommunications fa:ilities and s•rvic ■ s, •any of them directly 

involving intar~ational sat8llite traffic. 

Tne first artificial satellite w1s l•~nchec by the Soviet Union 

in li57, anc the wnited Ststes soon follo~ed suit. As satellites 

oacame co~mercially viable for communications purposes in the early 

li60s, Con;ress considerea whathar private er ~ublic ownership and 

oparation would oe preferable, There wss no debate about "monopoly" 

per se--the scarcity of the ne~ resource ~ade the selection of a 
1 

singl~ provider a fore;one conclusion. Instead, debate centered 

around the question of w~et~er the ~cnopcly should be awarded to 

private interests or retained by the Federal govern~ent, Arguments 
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for federal ownership stressed the unkno~n aspects of the infant 

technology and warned against a "sellout" to private interests (see 

Kinsley, 1S76). Those favorin, private ownership, in turn, 

disagreed with each other as to whether the satellite enterprise 

should belong to existing overseas carriers--ATtT, Western Union 

International, RCA Globcom, and ITT--or whether the public at large 

should own the shares. Aft;r acrimonious debate, private ownershio 

was decicec upon, and as a comoromise half cf the stock of the n9wly 

formej Co~~u~ications Satallita Corpcrstion (Comsat) W3S purchased 

by existing carriers, while tn• other half was sold to the public at 

The carriers sold their interest during the 1970s. 

Comsat, t~en, ~as 3warcec s ~onopo!y in U.S. co~~ercial 

satellite traffic overs&as. The tecnnolc;y was too ne~ to consider 

any domesti: a~~lications, or tre possi~ility of two or more firms 

competing for t~e overseas Tsrket. ¼ith d ■ rrand and supply at very 

low lavels, economies ~f sc2l~ seamed strong enough to argue for 

entrusting tha ~arket to 3 sin;le c3rrier. 

The ori~inal INTELS~T a;rearrants (U.S. Ceoart~ent cf State, 

1964) conclucec in 1954 ~•re na;otiated at A~ari:an instigation 

among nineteen Tostly industrialized courtries, basically those with 

earth stations or tre prospect cf soon ootaining one. The dramatic 

successes of the early transatl:ntic television transmissions made 

possiole first by experimental ano then cy INT:LSAT satellites 

increas~c the number of countries wishing to accede to the 

agreements. Thus, the ori~inal agreements Lere made provisional in 

nature to accommodate those courtries wanting to share in the 
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technology but not desiring to perpetuate the predominant position 

of the Unite~·States in satellite, launch, and earth station 

technology. Overall policy direction as.well as medium-term 

management was therefore temporarily vested in an Interim 

Communications Satellite Committee (ICSC) on which voting quotas 

reflected investment shares. Jay-to-day operation was contracted 

out to Comsat, actin; as INTELS~T's ~an3ger. 

The permanent er :efinitive agreements (U.S. Department of 

State, 1971) were arduously renegotiated auring 1969-1971 and 

entered into force early in lj7:. Trese re.laced tre ICSC with a 

Boara of Governors which still votes by investment s~ares, but on 

whicn smaller users have ~ore rignts of representation and greater 

protection against undue influence oy a small number of large 

users. :n aajitior, tillo ovararching members~io structures were 

created for lon;-range policy matters, each ~aving one vote per 

member: the ~sse~bly of ?arties, co~posed of the states that had 

signed the inter;cvernmental a;ree~ent; and the Meeting of 

Signatories, consistin; of operating entities cesi;natea by those 

governments. 

Two ele~ant1 of the INTELS~T agreements are important for 

present purposes. First, I~TELSAT was estatlished along cooperative 

lines, in both tre technical and, one ca~ argue, the informal sense 

of tne word. As an economic cocperative of investors and users (se~ 

Snow, li76, pp. 147-1~9; Colino, 1983, ~ppencix No. 12), INTELSAT 

was financially structured so ~s to ~alance out the investors• 

desire for high tariffs and the users• incentive for low tariffs. 

ay periodically ali~ning invest~ent ouotas with recent past usage 
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shares for each Signatory, INTELSAT makes tre tariff level 

technically irrelevant. For cases of temporary. imbalance of 

ownership and usage, as well as for non-using investors and 

non-memoer users, the tariffs are set at a level that pays INTELSAT 

members a cumulative annual raturn of 14?, on their net investment. 

~eflecting dramatic advances in technology and increases in usage, 

the original anrual rate of f32,000 for a single voice-grade channel 

has now crop"ed to celow $5,000, 

A seconc issue in renegotiating the agreements, crucial to the 

purpose of this article, involved the prohibition of systems 

competing with INT~LS~T. ay the late 1960s, such a threat had 

already beco~e ccmmarcially feasi~le. The Canadian domestic system 

was alreaCy in c~er;tion, Indonesi3's Palapa system was beiMg 

aesi;neo, and tre regional systems in ~urooe and among the Arab 

states were under consi~erati~~. :n the ori9inal agreements 

INT~LSAT"s memcers had awarcec the organization exclusive rights to 

operate ''the" 9lo~al 'cormercial satellite system, although in the 

context of the rr1d-l16Cs the possibility of credible competition was 

still remote, This haa changed five years later, and the issue of 

separate syste~s ~as easily the most contrcversial during the 

process of renegotiation. 

3asically, the ind~strialized members of INT:LSAT other than the 

United States want•a to reserve the right to participate in separate 

international or regional systerrs, partly as a counterooise to what 

they regarded as cont1n~ed American domination in I~TELSAT, and 

partly to subsiaize national efforts in promoting domestic aerospace 

and satellite incustries. The United States and most developing 
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members of INTELSAT, on the other hand, favored--often for different 

reasons--the retention of 3 tight monopoly for INTELSAT in 

international traffic. ~any observers believe that the United 

States threatened to ~ake launch vehicles unavailable if 

prohibitions against INTELSAT ccmpetitors were not strong enough. 

The resulting compro~ise appears in the language of Article XIV of 

the renegotiated intergovernmental a;reement (U.S. Department of 

State, 1971). :nit, ~2Ii~li, facilities separate from INTELSAT are 

alloweo subject only to consultation witr tre 6oard of Governors 

concerning "the technical compatibility of such facilities and their 

operation with the use of the radio frequency spectrum and orbital 

space Dy th~ existing er plannec INT~LSAT space segment" (Article 

XIV(c)). ''International puolic tel~communications," however, are 

subject not only to technical cc~oatibility, out also to 

consultation •ith the ~oard of Governors "to avoid significant 

economic harm to the ;lobal system of I~TELSAT'' (lrticle XIV(d)). 

c- lbi-Awlbici;ig_~~iC-~i,i~i2o_QOl-ll~-8i~iC~~l 

The Comm~nications Satellite act referred to "authorized users" 

and ''authorized entities.'' Since these Lere further unspecified in 

the act, many lar;e user ;rcups sou;ht tc octain 3Ccess to INTELSAT 

directly througr Comsat ratrer than first eoing through the 

international common carriers. The FCC cetermined in its 1966 

Authorized User Secision (Nelson, 1977, pp. 63-65) not to .allow this 

bypass, aeclarin& Comsat"s role that of a "carrier"s carrier.'' At 

issue was whether Comsat ■ o~ld ·be allomed to introduce more 

competition into the U.S. market for overseas carriage by INTELSAT. 

The international carriers argued that they were disadvantaged in 
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any such competition, as they cculd not directly approach INTELSAT 

but had to g~·throu~h Comsat. The decision reflected the extreme 

market segmentation orientation of the FCC in the mid-1960s, 

generally under the influence of the lar~e carriers whose 

representatives still sat on Comsat's board of directors. Recently, 

in the interest of competition and deregulation, the FCC has 

overturned the Authorized User C?.cision, and Comsat can now compete 

directly with cortain large u,ars for :NTELSAT traffic (U.S. Senate, 

1983, P• 122), 

Late in the Johnson administration, the President's Task Force 

on Communications ?clicy, chaired by Eu.ene Rostow, issued its final 

report. It ~rged continued supper~ of INTELSAT as a single global 

system: 

The global sy;tem enaoles substantial economies of scale to 
oe realized. This is true :ec3use large satellites are 
capable of flexibility in u•a and provide high 
communications capacity and lo~er costs per channel. They 
also permit economies in the use of earth stations •.•• There 
are other imoortant advanta;es to a glotal system in 
integrated system clanning, financinJ, ~rocurement, 
management, and control (U.S. President's Task corce,· 1368, 
p. 12). 

:n addition, requests had been filed ~itr tre FCC since the 

mid-1960s to establisn domestic satellite systems in the United 

States, and the Task Force addra;sed this issue. Again on the 

grounds of economies of scale in production and management, it 

recommendea that Co~sat be selected as the sole purveyor of domestic 

satellite services (Sno~, 1376, pp. 103-104). 

While the Task Force's report became an instant dead letter 

after the inauguration of the Nixon administration a month later, it 
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is significant in being one of the first policy documents to make 

explicit use of the "natural monopoly" ar;u~ent, at that time 

equivalent to the existence of scale economies, to justify 

prohibiting competition in satellite facilities and services, 

Early in 1970 the Nixon White House issued a memorandum to the 

FCC chair~an urging ➔ X ■ :tly the opposite policy, on the basis that 

"no natural monopoly conditions appear to exist in the provision of 

specialized communications via satellite" (U.S. Office of the 

President, 1970), Further, it proposed to allow 

competition Cin provioing a jomestic satellite systemJ to 
act within ~ell-defineo limits necessary to preclude anti
competitive practices snd tc assure that the competition 
works towarc the puolic interest (U,S, Cffice of the 
President, 1970), 

~slater implemented oy the FCC, this policy became known as the 

"Open Skies'' approach to domestic satellite systems in the United 

States (Nelson, 1g77), In opposition to the chosen entity approach 

used with INTELSAT internationally, the FCC i~plemented a policy of 

almost maximum competition in tbe domestic market, As a result, a 

number of systems have evolved ;rajually since the early 1970s, and 

by all accounts have proviaed a broaa ran;e of new and conventional 

services at acceptably low prices, This differs from the domestic 

policy of a number of countries, sucb as Carada and Indonesia, where 

early government ent~eprene~rship rather than market forces 

determined the ~ace of introduction, usually through a single 

entity, Other countries, ~owever, notably Japan, Australia, and the 

United Kingdom, have adoptea the evolutionary, market-based approach 

of the United States, albeit ~ith less competition. 
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Article & of the INTELSAT Operating Agreement requires. or has 

been interpreted to require, that average-cost pricing be the 

guiding rule of the glooal system's tariff structure: 

INTELSAT space segment utilization charges,,,shall have the 
objective of covering the operating, ~aintenance and 
administrative costs of INTcLSAT, the provision of such 
operatin; funds as the 3card of Governors may determine to 
be necessary, tr.e amortization of investment made by 
Signatories in INTELSAT and compensation for use of capital 
by Signatories, 

This policy was confirmea oy the ICSC"s Finance Subcommittee as 

early as 1971, before the Cperating Agreement had entered into force: 

We recommend that the metnod to be adooted as the norm Cfor 
INTELSAT c~ar;i~g policy] should consist of dividing total 
system costs, er total apportioned costs of the capacity 
provioing tna service or t,cility in auestion, by the 
numoer of units of that service or facility eipected to be 
requested (INTELS~T, Interir Communications Satellite 
Committee, 1571, p, 3), 

INTELSAT"s policy cecision to be~in leasing whole, half, and 

quarter transponder, for do~astic ws3g9 on a pre-emptible basis--a 

policy still essenti;lly intact tojay--was adopted in the early 

1970s, when tha organization faced a situation of considerable 

excess capacity under the aver3ge-cost pricing regime, The Finance 

Suocommittee touched on the ;eneral topic of • ■ rginal (increment3l) 

cost pricing in the following statement: 

Circumstances [mi;ht] arise,,,in which an incremental cost 
approach might be thought J~stified in the interests of 
earning revenue from ot~erwise idle capacity, 9ut it would 
be very importart to avoid creating serious anomalies by 
comparison with other INT~LSAT tariff offerings, If, for 
example, transoonoers ~•re ~ade available to meet special 
requests it woul~ be unreascnable to deny Signatories 
already using the space segrrent the opportunity to make 
similar application, and if tne rate were a favorable one 
it would enable Signatories with large voice circuit 
requirements to economize, at the expense of INTELSAT 
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revenues, in their space charges (INTELSAT, Interim 
Communications Satellite Co~mittee, pp, 10-11), 

This describes, of course, the basic problem of separability of user 

groups in price discrimination, It was solved quite handily by 

INTELSAT's decision, in 1973 at the instance of Algeria, to charge 

what was essentially a marginal-cost price ($1,000,000 annually, 

suosequently reauceo to $8OC,0OC) for a transoonder to be used 

exclusively for ~omestic purposes, and subject to service 

pre-emption (there has not yet be<n • service pre-emption on any 

leased transponder), Regarding this departure from INTELSAT's 

globdl, average-cost ~ricin; colicy, the Finance Subcommittee stated 

that ''most'' of its ~em~ers 

agreed that it would be in the interest of INTELSAT to 
estaclish.,,a new type cf space segment utilization for 
comestic services, usin; scare :apacity at a reduced 
cnar;e.- It seeme~ reasorsola ••• to exoect that by this 
means traffic ccul~ oe attr;cted to, or retainea oy, the 
INTELSAT system en 3 seal• ~hicn would improve the 
financial position of :~T~LSAT as • whola and effect a 
reduction 1~ the space segment ccst for each user in the 
whole system (I~TELSlT, 3oard of Sovernors, 1973, P• 15). 

Today, INTeLSAT leases transponc~rs to thirty-one different 

countries (see Pelton, 1984, p, :1) for a broad range of domestic 

purposes, inclucing d',<,,i,llin; platfor~,s at sea, communications with 

non-conti;ucus national territory, and ~•neral economic development 

programs, 

Jne can interpret the purp,se ano motivations of :NTELSAT's 

transponaer leasing policy from a number of viewpoints. 

example, be seen as an exBrcise in mc~~iral-cost pricing. 

It can, for 

This, 

incidentally, would not oe consistent with the profit-maximizing 

behavior usually attributed to• monopolist, which is to produce at 
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the level for which marginal cost equals marginal revenue. More 

plausibly, perhaps, it can ce regarded as a type of value-of-service 

pricing (price discrimination), This means that the value of a 

service to the user (as measured oy the price elasticity of demand 

of its consumers) is inversely proportional to the price 

charged--the assumption being trat domestic customers are more 

price-responsive than int~rnaticnal users. ~ refined version of 

value-of-service pricin; is Rs~sey ·pricing, which is used when 

marginal-cost pricing fails (as it ooes in the presence of economies 

of scale) to recover total c~er3tin] costs. Ramsey prices are 

markups from marginal cost in inverse proportion to the price 

elasticity of demanc for each Jser group. Both marginal-cost and 

Ramsey pricing rave widely re:ognizec optimality 

(welfare-maximizing) procerties (see Ramsey, 1927; 83umol and 

Sradford, 1,70). 

Asidi fron, these more techn::al interpretations, I~TELSAT"s 

transponder leasin, decision can be seen in a broader oolicy 

context. First, it can be regarded as an effort to ~eet the needs 

of tne cevelooin; an9 eurocean courtries, which constitute the bulk 
' -"-----

of transpond•r lessees; each ~•ewe, tor cften conflicting reasons, 

had been critical of vestiges of United States domination in 

I~TELSAT in the early 1;1os. ~er purposes of this essay, the most 

relevant interpretation of the transponder leasing aecision would be 

to cons1cer INT2LSAT"s action as an attempt to forestall the 

establishment of separate domestic or regional systems that would 

otherwise have acco~modated the traffic that INTELSAT was 

subsequently able to attract, Thus the threat (as opposed to the 
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reality) of competing separate systems w.s able, in this view, to 

galvanize INTELSAT to dep.art quite radically from the average-cost 

pricing principles enshrined in its Cperating Agreement, The 

ao1lity of potential competitors to enter and exit a market at 

relatively low cost and thus to affect tre behavior of the 

monopolist or incumbent fir~--even if actual entry does not 

occur--is a salient feature of the theory of contestability of 

market structure to ca examinej in Sectic" IV, where it will be 

applied to the ~orth Atlantic competition issue, 

:n this final part of Secticn I! w• survey two recent committee 

reports wnich convey the mood of Con.ress and summarize the position 

of the =cc toward competition ir international telecommunications, 

Issued ouring tne early part of the first Re.,an aoministration, 

they are indicative of tr ■ strong support that aere;ulation of the 

telecommunications ind~stry has found in the United States, While 

the work of both committees was comcletec before the specific issue 

of co~petition for !NT!LSAT"s ~orth Atlantic routes arose, the 

reports serve to illustrate the technolo;ical, econo~ic, political, 

ana often ioeolo;ical environment within which American policy 

toward such com~etition will De developed, chosen, and carried out. 

Late in 1981, the majority staff of the Subcommittee on 

Telecommunications, Consumer Protaction, and Finance of the House 

Committee on cner;y and Com~erce issued "Telecommunications in 

Transition: The Status of Com~etition in tbe Telecommunications 

Industry'' (U.S. ~ouse of Re~resentatives, 1981), 

conclusions included the followin~: 
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There is general agreement that a more competitive 
environment ••• is desirable •••• CRJecently, because of the 
major changes in technology, there is the possibility that 
today's limited alternatives can develop to the coint where 
competitive ~arket forces will govern the industry (U.S. 
House of Kepresentatives, 1981, p. XI). 

Further: 

The policy debate has now shifted to how best to create a 
competitive marketplace for common carrier and other 
telecommunications technolo;ias.,,the debate is no• between 
those illho fael that it is ;cvernment regulation which 
stands in the illay of a fully co~petitive marketplace, and 
those who celieve that a corrbination of deregulation and 
some active re;ulatory involvamert is necessary to ~ake the 
transition from essentially noncompetitive ~arkets to fully 
competitive ones while continuin; to protect the public 
(U.S. House of Representatives, 1981, P• XII), 

In discussing internationsl telecommunications, the Subcommittee 

staff revie~ed recent FCC act1ors, including the reversal of the 

Authorizec User :aci3ion, tc jo:ument the Commissi·on's efforts to 

extend jer~;ulation into tre i~ternational arena: 

These oecisicns ae~onstrate the Commission's attempt to 
transfer its recent domestic policy orientation toward 
oereg~latior ~na struct~r5l refer~ to overseas markets. In 
particulart the Co~miss1cn s~ems determined to remove 
traditional dichotomies in the provision of facilities or 
services, 3llowir; uniform access to intern~tional er 
domestic ~arkets. These decisions promote freedom of entry 
ano provije customers with ;raater choice or control over 
the means cy ~hich they meet their commurication needs, 

However, important vestiges of ~ahavioral regulation 
remain, and tnere are still formidable carriers to further 
competition ~nicr FCC polic~ has failed to diminish: 
foreign entities consistently oppose the Commission's 
competitive initiatives (U.S. House of Representatives, 
15a1, a, 13Bl, 

Because of such opposition, the FCC has not yet been able to 

stimulate as much competition abroad as at rome: 

The •CC's pro;ram for stim~lating competition in 
overseas telecommunications markets has not had the impact 
of its domestic efforts,,.,the opposition of foreign 
correspondents to competition is a crucial barrier and the 
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one which is l~ast likely to be overcome (U.S. House of 
Representatives, 1981, P• 157). 

For these reasons 

it appears that "the jury is still out" on the long term 
efficacy of the Commission's attempts to create 
international competition (L.S. House of ~epresentatives, 
1981, p. 139). 

The Senate Committee on Comwerce, Science and Transportation has 

issued an even wore recant (~arch, 1983) report entitled ''Long-Ran;e 

Goals in Znternationol Teleccm~unications and Information: An 

2 
Gutline for Jnited States Pol1:y." While the House report 

responded primarily ta the domestic situation, including attempts to 

rewrite the Communicstions Act cf 1934, the Senate paper is set in a 

more international context ana seems more defensive and ideological 

in nature, reacting in part to the heavily politicized atmosphere at 

the l9BZ :nternational Telecom~unication Union (ITU) meeting in 

Nairobi. It also covers INTE"SAT-related issues in greater detail. 

The report ~as prepared by the staff of the National 

Telecommunications and Information ldministration (NTIA) of the 

Depsrtment of co~~erce. 

The repcrt cegins by 3Sserting two over3rching "principles of 

policy'' in U.S. telecommunications and infor~ation, namely to 

enhance th1 free (witho~t restriction or control) flow of 
information across national borders, ~ith limited 
exceptions condonec only tor the most compelling reasons; 
ano 

promote an international environment for the provision of 
telecommunications and information facilities, services, 
ana equipment ••• in which maximum reliance is placed on free 
enterprise, open and competitive markets, and free trade 
and investment ~ith minimum direct government involvement 
or regulation (U.S. Senate, 1983, p. 12). 

Citing the International Telecommunications Act of 1982 with 
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particular reference to the international sphere: 

The policy of the Unitec States is to rely wherever and 
whenever possible on marketplace competition and the 
private sector to provide international telecommunications 
services, and to reduce or eliminate unnecessary 
regulation. This is oased ~pon the ••• belief that 
competition enhances technological innovation, efficiency, 
and provision of services to the puolic at reasonable 
rates. When it is necessary to regulate international 
telecommunic3tions services, it ~ust be tne absolute 
minimum necessary to achiave the purposes of CthisJ act 
(U.S. Senate, 1533, P• 12). 

The ~TIA report assarts in passing t~at INT2LSAT is a "triumph" 

of U.S. foreign policy (U.S. Sarate, 1983, p. 114), and then 

discussas the issue of compet1n; 11ragional 1
' satellite systems--a 

designation that indicates th1 w~olly unanticipated nature of 

proposals tor private North Atlantic satellites financed by U.S. 

entrepreneurs that were to rasc~ the FCC soon thereafter; 

Competition today, it notes, is ''a reality in the U.S. domestic, if 

not 1ntarnational, satellite market'' (U.S. Senate, 1983, p. 117). 

The ~TIA staff 1s careful to ooint out that Article XIV(d) of 

INTELSAT'S intergovernmental a;reament contains no specific 

prohioition of the estaolishment of a separate syste~ even if the 

prescr1ced coordination witr the 3oard of Governors discloses the 

potential of "significant econo~ic harm• to INT~LSAT (U.S, Senate, 

1983, ~- 119). Finally, corres-ondence in 1981 between the FCC 

chairman and the Unoer Secretary of State is cited to the effect that 

~embers Cof INTELSATJ may decide to rely on soace segment 
facilities separate from the Intelsat global system to meet 
their international public telecommunications service 
requirements (U,S. Senate, 1983, p. 119). 

3 
Further, 

CCJertain exceptional circu~stances may exist where it 
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would be in the interest of the United States to use 
domestic satellites for public international 
telecommunications with nearby countries. 

This policy, the NTIA report concludes, 

affirms tnis country's strong support for Intelsat, but 
recognizes that under certain exceptional circumstances, it 
would be in the interest of the United States and other 
countries to authorize use cf domestic satellites for 
international communications (U.S. Senate, 1983, PP• 
119-120). 

In addition, ~any responjerts to t~e NTI~ study 

agreeo that the LniteJ States should co~tinue to support 
Intelsat, b~t su;;ested th•t U.S. carriers should be able 
to use competitive, non-Intels3t space segment for regional 
communications (~.s. Sen3te, 1~83, p. 120). 

The report coes not address tne aoparent conflict between 

INTELSAT as a U.S. torei;n colicy ''tri~mch" and the possible 

symbolic and eccnomic oamage tn ■ t secarate traffic and 

systems--supporteo Cy curre~t l•erican deresulatory oolicy--might 

inflict on that orsanization. This is a theme that is constantly 

used oy INTELSAT officials in ocoosing separate North Atlantic 

facilities (see Colina, 1983, op. 25-ZS; Alegrett, 1984a, P• 23; 

As these policy documents suggest, ,t~ere is smple evidence that 

in examining the Nortn ~tlantic traffic controversy, the United 

States will oe animated more strongly by technical arguments and 

political ~eliefs re;ar~i~, tne effic3cy of competition and free 

markets than by the real and syEbolic ac~ievements that I~TELSAT 

represents for ~.S. foreign policy. 

III- ARGUMENTS AGAI~ST CO~PETITICN IN THE ~SRTH ATLANTIC COMMERCIAL 

~AI~~~lI,-~Aa~,I----------------------------------------------
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In this section we examine the economic and foreign policy 

considerations that have been aovanced for rraintaining monopoly 

against competitive entry. Some of these arguments are quite 

;eneral and abstract, while others have teen adapted specifically to 

tne issue at hand. ~est, however, will be discussed in the 

framework of telecommunications markets. 

A- Natural ~oncpoly, 2conorries cf Scale and Scope, and 
S~i~~iOl~ili~t-2!-~202~2lt-------------------------

Sy far the most common jeferse of monopoly in any public 

utilities market is tre a•la;ed presence of what is usually called 

••natural manopoly. 11 Traditionally, this has often meant nothing 

~ore nor less thon economies of scale in a single output: the 

avera~e cost of crocuction decline1, over the relevant range, as 

out~ut increas9s. :r other woros, any ;iven level of out~ut can be 

croducea more creaply cy a si~;le croducer than ~y two or more who 

sclit the marKet, assuming thst all crodwcers have the same cost 

function (i.e., the same technology). 

~ mere recent concept used to jefine natural monopoly is that of 

cost s~bacoitivity, emanating from the sustainaoility of 

'-monopoly/contestaoility of market structure literature. 
4 

Costs 

are said tc be subadditive when the cost C(x) of producing a total 

amount x of a single output is less than the cost C(x ) + 'c<x ) 

of having two fir~s ~reduce a~ounts x 

where x = x + x • 
l 2 

l 

1 2 
and x , respectively, 

2 

In a sin;la-output setting, economies of scale and cost 

subaoditivity are the s~me. ,arely, ho~sver, does a firm produce 

only a single output, particularly in the telecommunications 
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sector-. Most large carriers, for example, provide oath video and 

data services along with telephony. Even telephony cannot be 

considered a single commodity, since it can be classified into 

submarkets b;sec on time of day, length of transmission, route 

density, and so forth. Although there is a temptation from an 

engineering perspective to assu~e that telecommunications providers 

supply a single output called ''bandMidth" or perhaps "bits of 

information,'' a more fruitful ap~roach is to differentiate markets 

and ~roducts whenever variations in the price elasticity of demand 

are observed, as ~etween, for example, resicential and commercial 

users. 

For decades, oolicy analysis of ''natural monopoly" in public 

utilities was chained to the unlikely assumption of a sin;le 

output, Since the mia-1970s, aralysis of t~e multi-product case has 

resulted in a number of strikin; new insights, 

this discussion is that of economies of scope, 

An important one for 

Consider a firm 

producing two dutputs at levels x and y, respectively, at a cost 

C(x,y). We define cost subadditivity for this multi-product cost 

function oy the condition 

C(x,y) ( C(x ,y ) + C(x ,y ) 
1 1 2 2 

for all combinations x = x f X ana y = y + y • 
2 

In other 
1 1 

woras, natural monopoly can no~ occur uncer two quite separate 

First, t~o smaller firms car produce t~e same. mix of 

procucts but on a s~aller scale, e,;, x = x = x/2 and y = 

y = y/2, 
2 

l 2 1 
In this case, subadd·itivity ~ould re;uire 

CCx,y) ( ZC(x/2,y/2), 

5 
which is a multi-product version of economies of scale, The 
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second possibility, which has no single-product analogue, is that 

each of two smaller firms completely specializes in one of.the two 

outputs• a.g. x = x, X = o, y = ·O, 
1 2 1 

CCx,y) ( C(x,O) 

and y = y. 
2 

t CCO,y). 

Then 

In this case, we say that the cost function exhibits economies of 

scope, meanin, that a sin,le producsr can produce more cheaply than 

two firms each spac1alizin; in cne of the outputs. Generalization 

to any n~mber of outputs and firms adds no essentially different 

conclusions. Irtar~ediate ~ase~ of partial soecialization and 

partial civers1fication, capturins econo"ies of both scale and 

scope, are of cours• more proastle tran the polar examples shown. 

Economies of sccpe, aKir to the older concepts of joint and 

com~on costs, reflect complementaritias in the production process. 

Tney are vital in ccns1~erir,~ tre nature of the cost function and 

its impl1cat1ons for ra;ulatory policy in the face of claims 

regaraing the presenca of "natural monopoly." Sefore turning to the 

case of INTELS"T and competin, syste~s, we ~ust add one final 

element to our ccnceptual tool kit, that of sustainability of 

natural monopol,. 

In a sin;le-output case, a fir~ with natural monopoly--economies 

of scale--need net ~orry about ~arKet entry cy competitors. Any 

firm proaucin; at a lower .scale will incur ~igher average prices and 

canoe undersold oy th ■ inc~mo8nt firm, thus eliminating financial 

incentives fer small-scale ent~y. Thus, the traditional rationale 

for government r~;ulation of single-product monopolists has been to 

protect the public from profit-~aximizinG behavior on the part of 

the monopolist rather than to protect the monopolist from entry. 
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In the multi-product case, bowever, an incumbent firm enjoying 

cost subadditivity or natural monopoly--and thus generally 

benefiting from economies of ~oth .scale and scope--might still fail 

to prevent profitable entry by rivals. Such competitors would 

typically choose to produce a proper subset of what is offered by 

the incumbent, for example ty specializirg in one or more individual 

proouct lines. In other words, although a single firm--by virtue of 

cost subadditivity--is al~ays a:le to offer a given market basket of 

outputs at least cost, there exist cases in wnich rival firms still 

have financi,l incentives to enter the ~arket and compete away part 

of the incwm~ent's bYsiness. wren this happens, the incumbent must 

cut back proauction, and the overall cost of the same total market 

output rises. ihis is the c~se of an unsustainaole natural 

monopoly. lf no suer incentiv~= for orofitcole entry axist, the 

monopoly is s=io to ce Su$tcin2Cale (see aaumol et al., 1982, pp. 

19~-198; Sharkey, 1982, pp. 8~-110). 

The existence of unsustaina,la multi-product natural monopolies 
6 

is a vital puolic policy question for regulatory authorities. 

Two examples from the telecommunications sector will be used to 

illustrate this, and then ~e ~ill discuss i"Plications for INTELSAT. 

In its ultimately unsuccessful defense against divestiture, AT&T 

dre~ heavily on sustainaoility theory, much of which had been 

developed by microeconomists at its own Bell Laboratories as well as 

at Princeton Jniversity. The argument was casically that AT&T was 

an unsustainable natural monopoly, and that while new entrants, if 

admitted, could prosper by competing away some of AT&T's business, 

overall costs to consumers would rise (see Evans, 1983; MacAvoy and 
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Robinson, 1983). A second instance derives from an important study 

of ~est German telecommunications policy by economists consulting 
7 

for the German Monopoly Commission in 1981. At issue was whether 

the German Sundespost, that cou~try's telecommunications carrier, 

snould be prohibited from entering newly developing terminal 

equipment markets as a matter of pro-competitive principle. The 

economists araued that it would je unwise tc prohibit the Sundespost 

from entering; in fact, it should je required to enter. In that 

way, they observed, any ecoro~ies of scope the 3undespost enjoyed in 

providing octh transmission anj terminal equipment services, 

conceived of ;enerically as two separate outputs, could be 

realized. !f t~e Sunj2spJst di: in fac1 possess bath economies of 

scope ano a sustainable monopoly, they argued, this would be 

revealed throu;n the precess of co~patition with smaller terminal 

equipment suepliers, ~ho woulc eresumably oe unable to hold their 

own and woulc exit tee mar~et. An l~Portant proviso to this 

conclusion was t~at pricing or sccountsncy sleight-of-hand was to be 

prohibited so t~at the 3unaespost could "ot subsidize its terminal 

equipment serv.ce tc arive a~ay possioly lower-cost competitors. A 

question left unans•ared was w~ethar, if the 3undespost had an 

unsustainable ~onopoly, competition should oe excluded so as to 

minimize overall proauction costs to consumers. 

INTELSAT is clearly a multi-output enterprise. Its service 

offerings are difterentiated by technical features (voice, data, 

video); by route; by region (Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Ocean); 

by user restrictions (pre-e~ptitle transponder leases); and by many 

other criteria. Joes it have economies of scale and scope, is it a 
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natural monopoly, and, if so, is it a suta1nable one? 

One important point often cited in defense of !NTELSAT (see 

Celine, 1933, P• 45 and Appendix S) is that it represents only about 

ten per cent of total satellite communications costs, the remaining 

ninety per cent resioing in earth station and various terrestrial 

tra~smission expenses. ,aference is often made to the claim that 

fro~ an en;inearing poi~t of view, ;ystem ''optimization'' would be 

poss1ole only if the same antity ocerated both the earth and space 

segments. what 1s procably ~aart cy this is that there are 

economies of scope in provicin; ~oth earth and scace segments 

throuJh a single entity r•t~er than tnrough over one hundred 

cr~TELS~T ana 1C2 S1;natories, aacn of tre latter with its own' earth 

segment). C~e to tha colit~cal ano institutional imcoss1bility of 

Jnifying the eartn anc spa:e sa;~ants--w~ich is not at issue in the 

North ~tlantic route :•oat~--~e ~ill ne;lect this rather obvious 

sourca of potential economias in ~hat follo~s. 

Even in tha spacs se~ment, it is conceivable and perhaps 

prooaole that I~T2LS~T anjoys a multi-output natural monocoly and 
a 

economies cf sccpe. Suppose t~at trera are threa romogeneous 

outputs which we will call voice, vidao, ano cata sarvica, and that 

INTELSAT presently supplies respective levels x, y, and z of those 

services. Cost subscditivity, th• salient property of its natural 

monopoly, ~oula then assure that no combination of two or more 

fir~s--presumaoly including I~TELSAT--could provide output bundle 

Cx,y,z) at lower cost. ~ss~~•t however, that INTELS4T"s natural 

monopoly is unsustainable. Cne consequence of that unsustainability 

coulo be that two competing fir~s or systems, spacializing in video 
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and data, respectively, mi;ht find financial incentives to compete 

away all or part of INTELSAT"s business in those services •. In the 

case of complete specialization, we would then have the output 

vector (x,0,0) for INTELSAT, (O,y,Q) for the video firm, and (O,O,z) 

for the data enterprise. Eacr ~ould be earning a profit and would 

thus have a financial incentive to remain in the market. 

subaddit1vity moula assure that 

C(x,y,z) < C(x,'J,0) t C(O,y,0) t C(O,O,z), 

Yet cost 

i.e. that the same cutout ~fter ~~try is produced at a higher 

overall cost, tc the presumed ""~riment of users as a whole. The 

important ~ublic policy issue is wh~tn2r, u~der sue~ circumstances, 

INTELSAT"s unsustsiraole natur2l ~onopoly srould be artificially 

sustaineo jy •ntry rostriction1 and/er ~oral suasion by INTELSAT"s 

memoership, 03sed on positive findin~s of 11si;nifi~ant economic 

harr'' under Article XIV(a). Tc be sure, we have established a case 

for economic harm to satellita ~s ➔ rs as z w~ole. ~ case for harm to 

INTELSAT itself would have to ~• oasad on tre consacuences of losing 

certain :atagories of traffic tc hi;~er-cost competitors as well as 

on a lack cf diversification of output. This mi;ht be difficult to 

do in an environ~ant of exponenti~lly rising traffic. 

There are other oossibiliti1s ~• wall. Evan though technical 

properties of t~e gacstationary ~rbit or the earth"s terrain may 

afford economies of scope in mul~i-ragion or global satellite 

services, the natural ~onopcly en which such economies are based 

might ba unsustainaole. Sub;lcbal systems, perhaps specializing 

in particular ocean regions or ether gea;raphic areas, would then 

have financial incentives for market entry, even though 
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subaaditivity would assure that any given combination of regional 

outputs woul~ be more expe"sively provided by two or more systems 

than oy the global system alone. 

Finally, in a cooperative of owners and users, such as INTELSAT, 

the threat of competition can ccme from ~itrin as well as from 

outside. Indiviaual user sroups within an unsustainable natural 

monopoly can ••secede'' and c~ea~e their own facilities or systems 

more cheaply for themselves but to the detriment of users as a 

whole, This may mell have ~een t~e cost dynamic behind the 

establishment several years ago of !NM4RSAT, the global maritime 

satellite system, ?erhsos reavy users of maritime communications, 

consisting 6f a small suoset of :~T~LSAT mewbers plus the Soviet 

Jnicn, perceivec that it mas possible to specialize in the maritime 

satellite market profitably, althou;h I~TELSAT may have been able to 

provide any given vector of Doth ~arit~me ard public services at a 

lower price. Similar consicerations mi;rt explain INTELSAT"s 

disinclination or inaoility to specialize in other areas, such as 

aeronautical or land-based ~ooile services. 

:t shoula be clear that any of the ~~estions posed regarding the 

existence and extent of natur3l maro~oly, economies of scale and 

scope, or sustainability of nat~ral monopoly for INT!LSAT must 

depend fer their answers on (ll the existence and availability of 

com~lete, reliable, anc accurate cost data; and (Zl correct 

specification and estimation of the relevant cost functions. This 

is a task of ur;ent priority if' i~oortant policy issues are to oe 

resolved on a reasonably cojective tasis. Economies of scale, for 

example, have been estimated for the first decade of INTELSAT 
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operation (see Snow, 1975); in addition, more recent studies are 

extont. 

3- ,wmwi1i1iwa_io-~icii,il-B~1bic_It~o-E~,ili1iil 

:NTELSAT may find it in its interest to make facilities 

available for lease to firms that resell them, providing what are 

called value-adced or resale services in a slightly different 

domestic context. This woulc ce an olternative to establishing 

separate transmission facilities to furnish such services. In this 

way INTELSAT would retain its facilities monopoly but would move 

down the marketing chain to the status of a wholesaler in some of 

the services for which its facilities ~ere ultimately used. 

while tn• economic issues are difficult to sort out here, one 

miJht argue as follows. 3y croviding circuits to wholesalers for 

later resale as value-addeo $ervices, I~T:LSAT could retain the 

benefits of economies of scale. I' separata facilities were 

estaolished, by contrast, this Lould cause a loss of economies of 

scope. If INT:LSAT has a nstural monopoly that is strongly 

unsustainable, it mi;ht be possible for competitors to invest 

heavily in duplicate or parallel facilities and still have a 

financial incentive for entry. Perhaps en enalo;ue vf the 

indefeasible ri;hts of usage provided to catle users could be 

established for certain categories of INTELSAT customers wishing to 

resell their circuits over an extended period of ti~e (see Colina, 

1383, Appenoix No. 9, tor a description of INTELSAT's leased 

services tor private use). 

If separate facilities are uniformly opposed by INTELSAT 

members, the concept of value-added circuits is unacceptable to most 
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telecommunications providers outside the United States (see Noam, 

forthcoming 1985). This might pose a oolitical barrier to their 

accommodation on INTELSAT facilities and a greater spur to 

completely separate systems, again to t~e aetriment of the user 

community as a whole. 

c- b~2i1i-ECifiCi0£i£-a □ g-~ls~ili1~ 

Recent stuai•s of international telecom~wnications deregulation 

have included conjectJres aoout preferences for the ~1a1U~ gu~ based 

upon plausible crganizational ard psychclogical motives. In 

Australia, fer example, a suostantial measure of price stability and 

predictability ~•Y well be creferred by most of the population to 

prices that fall erratically in an environment of deregulation (see 

Lamberton, forthcoming ,535). Noam (forthcoming 1985) has discussed 

such phenomena extensively in tre context of :uropean PTTs. 

Distribution~l matters are also caramount in deregulatory 

questions. Even when economic ~elfare as a whole increases, the 

welfare of certain inoividual user ;roJps (the poor, rural 

customers, low-volume users) may well cecline. Explicit subsidies 

to correct these difficulties are often proposed by economists. 

Cirect subventions are more efficient in a ~urely technical sense 

than is the retention of the subsidy pattern implicit in most 

telecommunications pricing scha•es, but they are often politically 

impracticable. 

Part of INTELSAT's unanimous opposition to competing North 

Atlantic facilities may well cowe from the fact that most of its 

Signatories are either ~TT administrations er other entities in 

telecommunications ministries, with various organizational and 
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psychological motives for opposing change. These motives may very 

well have validity in terms of ruman and material resources, and 

should be considered to the extent possible in the overall calculus 

of costs and benefits brought tc bear on the ultimate policy 

decision. 

o- ~££~sc2!i20_1o~!sss_2f_~gm~s!i!i20 

Among the msny non-Marxi2n socialist aoproaches to economic 

organization, the cooperative mcvame~t still retains some of its 

nineteenth-century appeal and fcllowin;. INT~LSAT, as noted, is 

technically on econo~ic cooperative of o~ners and users. Another 

relateo line of tno~;ht is that of the German "social economy" 

C~imiiO~iCl~&O~f!J school still used ~Y labor, Social Democrats, and 

otner groups to oppose privata provision of telecommunications and 

other puolic utilities in that country (see Snow, 1S84). Voge 

(forthcoming 1,3:) has sr;ued that cooperation is more important 

than competition in mocernizin; French telecommunications, just as 

the Socialist electoral victory of l~al is seen more as a mandate 

for decentralization of the historically overcentralized French 

state than for cer~gulation of various sectors of the economy. 

Spokesman for IN7LES~T hav9 invoked similar themes in arguing 

a~ainst the introduction of com~etition (see Colina, 1983, pp. 8-12 

and ZS-28; Ale;rett, 1934a, P• Z3; Alegrett, 1984b, p. 46), citing 

the harmony and cooperation that INTELSAT has displayed in its 

twenty years of efficient and a~olitical existence. Indeed, there 

is a sentiment toward INT•LSAT amone its members and many American 

proponents much akin to the supportive attitude toward ATiT before 

the first big competitive incursions by Microwave Communications, 
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Inc. (MCI) in the 1960s or before its recent divestiture (see Noam, 

forthcoming 1985). Part of this attitude can be summarized by the 

aphorism, "If it works, don"t fix it.• 

Nonetheless, ho~ever stron, the verbal appeal of the argument 

for cooperation instead of competition, it does not have anywhere 

near the theoretical buttressing of the natural monopoly arguments 
10 

set forth aoove, 

Another d•fense of :NTELSAT against competitive incursions, one 

employed with particular frequency on the high-traffic North 

Atlantic route, is that of crea~-ski~ming. It goes like this: 

INTELSAT, obli;ed by treaty to en;a;e in globally averaged pricing, 

will nave its hiJhly profitable oense traffic routes competed away 

by entrants not so constrained, who will underprice INTELSAT on 

those routes and ignore the tnin-traffic routes !NTELSAT must serve 

at a loss, 

This is a quite accurate su~mary of the dilemma faced by 

INTELSAT, It is not qualitatively different from the arguments used 

by American communications and transportation carriers when faced 

with domestic ceregulation, 

Much has been written about creom-skimmin; in the regulatory and 

other literature (see, for exa~,le, Kahn, 1971, Vol, II, PP• 

220-246), but the essance of the problem is easy to state, 

Cream-skimming is made possible by competitive entry to markets 

which were previously part of~ cross-subsiaizing monopoly. 

Competition, no~ever, forces costs to be aligned with prices in each 

market; otherwise, the incumbent firm would either be underbid and 
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lose customers (in markets where its prices exceeded costs) or lose 

money (in markets where its costs exceeded prices). 

ey interpreting its agreements regarding global and 

non-discriminatory pricing (U.S. Jepartment of State, 1971, Article 

V(o), p, 13) strictly, INTELSAT has indeed made itself vulnerable to 

cream-skimming cy competitors Planning to enter its lower-cost, 

high-traffic routes su:h as tna North Atlantic, Preliminary 

INTELSAT cost studies, at least those durin, the l97Qs. (see Snow, 

1975, ano Snow, 137,), do incaec indicate a subsidy of the Pacific 

and partic~larly of tne Indian :cean regions by the Atlantic, 

T ■ o options 1ppaar marrantec if INT!LSAT wishes to foreclose the 

option of 11crea~-ski~~ing'' to potentia! compatitors. First, more 

complete anc sophisticataJ cost stuoies should be conducted to 

determine whetar (1) potential competitors would have the same 

technology (and therefore tre ssme :ost function) as INTELSAT; and 

(2) whether INTELSAT"; current ;lobal tariff structure sets prices 

above costs in the ~orth Atlantic re;ion, With the continuing rapid 

evolution of launcher and satellite tech~olc;y, the ans~ers to these 

questions may well crange every few years. 

INT2LSAT could cecioe to adept re;ionally disaggregated pricing 

to counter threats to entry in its hi,h-aensity, low-cost routes. 

As we have seen, it has already departed frcm average-cost pricing 

with its transponder lease program; in acdition, other services, 

such as television, are criced in a manner different from the global 

averaging approach (see Snow, 1576, pp. 50-81), Yet all such 

departures have been for specialized services other than public, 

commercial, international telephony, It appears clear at this point 
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that (1) INTELSAT would need to amend its agreements (see U.S. 

Department o~ State, 1971, Article XVII, pp. 53-54) to allow 

explicitly for departures from globally averaged prices for its 

primary service; and (2) such a change would be politically 

difficult if not impossible, sirce a policy question of this 

magnitude would be resolved on e one-country, one-vote basis, and 

more countries probec:y receive subsidy than provide subsidy with 

the global averaging poli:y, ~• shall new examine this 

distributional issue fro~ a foreign policy perspective, 

F- U£~£-E2Ci1~0-~2!i~i-~2Ql!SiCijli2D~ 

Fear of da~age fro~ competition to INTELSAT is fed by many 

concerns other than tnose t~at can ~e ex~ressed in a ''technical'' 

(angineerin;, econc~ic, legal) fr3~ework. INTELSAT is regarded by 

most of its membar countries anc proponents as the embodiment of an 

apolitical, non-ideolo;ic3l international organization that has 

harnessed a new technology for th ■ gooa cf mankind. Developing 

nations have gainec access to telecorr~unications services they could 

not otherwise nave •fforded, anc t~• indcstrialized world has shared 

in the technclogy and aerospace contractin; naeded to maintain the 

system. ~hile t~are ~ere complaints from both ~uropa~n and 

developing countries about American domination during the early 

years of INTELSAT, these have baco~e less nu~erous and strident 

since the renegotiation of !NTLESAT"s a;ree~ents and with the 

decline of A~erican usage fro~ ever one-half to less then one-fourth 

of the system, ~ne is hard pre·ssed indeed to find a similarly 

successful international organization anywhere in the worldl there 

is certainly none providing commercial services on the scale that 
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INTELSAT does (see Snow, 1975, pp. 144-145). 

Global cost averaging was ~entioned in the preceding subsection 

as the potential cause of cream-skimming on the North Atlantic 

route. Symmetry and fairness de~and that Positive aspects of this 

implicit subsidization now be discussed. The net flow of benefits 

to the (mostly developing) countries of the Pacific and Indian Ocean 

regions canoe seen from ona c3rspective as an extremely successful 

and unprecBCanted ex~rcise in myltilateral telecommYnications 

aevelopment assistance, the kine of "forei;r aid'' that both donor 

ana recipient nations aream of but selco~ achieve through 

conventional assistance mechanisms, ~netrer bilateral or 

~ultilateral. Tne pricise ~ays i~ which telecommunications can 

accelerate econc~ic :evelopment--or is itself in part a consequence 

of such development--are as yet poorly wnderstooa (see Saunders et 

al., 1981, and "udson et al., 1S73). Nevertheless, it is clear that 

a minimum level cf telecomm~nications infrastructure, including both 

ao-mestic and international linKs, is 3 prerequisite to sustained 

economic develo"~ent. 

we hsva isolatec here an •externality• of INTL~SAT"s pricing 

philosophy, mearing that the diffuse and ooorly identified benefits 

of the subsidy in terms of glo~al telecommurications development 

(and aerospace industry ~ro~otion in the inaustrialized world) are 

not captured in the co~ventional cost-benefit calculus applied to 

its tariff structure (see Leff, 1984). The standard reply of the 

neoclassical eccnomist is that it is more economically efficient 

(welfare-maximizing) to align costs with orices using competition 

and to convert the subsidy into an explicit aid package; as we have 
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noted, however, this would be pclitically and institutionally 

impossible, 

IV- A~GUMENTS FC~ CG~PETITICN IN TH2 NORTH ATLANTIC COMMERCIAL 
~AI,~~lif-~A&~,I------------------------------------------
This section examines reasons advanced for allowing competition 

with INTELSAT on its North Atlantic routes. Once again, as with the 

reasoning in Section III, tbe er3u~9nts are ;aneralizable to other 

satellite markets and often tc ether enterorises or industries. 

Section IV is briefer tnan Section III, but not because the 

argwments for competition are necessarily less numerous or valid 

than those against it, :n ~n~ contrary, the general deregulatory 

atmosphere and mindset in Unit•a States during the last decade has 

engendered a pletnora of strcn; 1r;u~ents for deregulation which are 

so widely known and accaotea that they will not be repeated here in 

detail, These inclwde considerations such as the political and 

econo~ic desirability cf less ;cvarn~ent re;ulation and 

entrepreneurship; market co~petition as a mere efficient 

decision-maker ano allocative mech3nism than bureaucratic fiat; and 

the unresponsiveress of large, mo~opolistic enterorises to needs of 

particular user ;roups. :ur 3ttention here will be focused instead 

on more specialized and less broadly disseminated reasons for 

competition in teleco~~unications. Many of tnese ar;uments were 

first formulatea with 1pecific reference to the domestic American 

situation, nowever, and apply ~rly with ;ttenuated force and 

generality to the international setting in ohich INT:LSAT operates. 

It has been seen that once multi-product output is considered, 
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traditional conclusions regardirg economies of scale and other cost 

relations had to be modified in a qualitative way. This point 

applies with particular force ~hen we take so-called dynamic factors 

into account. 

Most economic reasoning is cast in a static mold for 

mathematical tractability and e;se of theorizing, Trere are at 

least t~o aspects of como:titior. in telecommunicaticns, however, 

which cannot receiva ajeauate 3~pre~iaticn in a static framework. 

The first coint is t~3t over ti~e, new services emerge, and existin~ 

services can b•come oetter snc rrore reliable. Thus, analysis based 

on a fixeJ sdt of o~tp~ts as th• arguments of a cost function cannot 

do justice tc t~e iw~ortance of new services and technolo,ies. 

Baugncu~ (fcrthcorninJ 1S35l, far example, lists "costs of foregone 

diversity'' as one o• two major ~enalties to be paid by countries 

continuin; to antrus~ talacarnmunications sarvices to a sin;le 

supplier. The list of new services snd techni~ues in 

telecommunicaticns is long ;nd varied, ircluding, of course, 

satellite trans~ission it3elf. Secondly, tech~ological change 

causes the cost function to s~ift ever ti~e, allowin; more output to 

be obtained from a ~iven set of inouts. These dynamic efficiencies 

aue to chan;es in the cost function (tec~nology) over time are to be 

aistinguished from the static cost savings ~ade possible by 

economies of scale and scope within a given technology (see Snow, 

forthcomin; 1135a). 

The Durden of economic evidence to date is that these kinds of 

dynamic efficiencies ernerge more naturally and easily in a regime of 

competition than one of monopoly. This can be seen in the pressure 
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from the business user community, consistin~ often of multinational 

corporations as prime movers, tc have European PTTs introduce new 

services vital to conducting international ~usiness (see Noam, 

forthcoming 1985), User groups and others have argued that national 

telecommunications monopolies de not have aoequate financial 

incentives to offer such services, In addition, incentives to 

pursue and adopt more aff1c1ent, cost-saving technologies are 

generally greater ir enterorises facing :o~petition or at least 

having a ~reak-even constraint than in monopolies that can count on 

taxpayer subsidies to cover tneir losses, 

A succinct description of market contestaoility theory is beyond 

the scope of this essay (see 3aumol et al,, 1982, pp, 4-8; Sharkey, 

1982, pp, 151-156), T~e oasic idea, however, is that if markets 

dominated by a mcnopclist are relatively easy (inexpensive) to enter 

and exit, the mere lbc~~l• if net recesssrily the reality, of entry 

by rival firms will exert discipline on the incumbent firm to 

innovate and to price according to cost ratrer than to earn monopoly 

Much of the theory of contestable ~ar~ets centers around 

the question of how hi;h entry and exit costs are for ootenti3l 

rivals in monopoly ~arkets; what assumptions the incumbent and rival 

firms make about each otrer's pctential tehavior; and ~hat the 

effects of both entry anc tre threat of entry are upon the. incumbent 

firm if a market is truly ccntestable, i,e. 3menable to relatively 

costless entry anc exit by riva·ls: 

,,.the incumbent may be vulrerable to entry by many firms, 
each plannirg tc operate on a modest scale or in a 
specialized manner, Such latent competition may still 
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suffice to force the incumbent to operate efficiently, to 
adopt useful innovations without delay, and to adopt an 
optimal vector of prices. In such a case, it may be 
essential to avoid any public policy that imposes 
additional impediments to entry or that imposes 
inappropriate pricing constraints upon incumbents, 
preventing them from adjustinJ prices in accord with 
competitive presures (8aumol et al., 1982, p. 469). 

In the absence of comprehensive, reliable, and accessible cost 

studies, we cannot det•rmine ~h•ther the North ltlantic is a 

"contestable'' market for com~ercial ~uolic satellite 

communications. There is some cehavioral evidence, however, that it 

is. Consider first two of :NTELS~T's recent service innovations, 

Vista service fer developing countries (see Pelton, 1984) and 

INTELSAT ousiness Service (:3S) (see Perillan, 1984) for 

international business applications. Certainly IBS approximates to 

some degree the types of service prooosec by ootential North 

Atlantic entrants. Ind the introduction of Vista, along with 

earlier IhT~LSAT concessions on domestic transponder leasing and 

small earth stations, is surely not unrelated to the threat of entry 

by domestic or re;ional satellite systems into markets oriented to 

the naeas of d?v~loping nations. 

Jne maJor irrpediment to tne costless market entry and exit of 

rival firms, and thereby to the contestability of such markets, is 

the presence of sunk costs (see Sailey and Eaumol, 1984, op. 

113-115). Sunk costs are a special case of fixed costs (costs 

insensitive to the lev~l of output) tnat cannot be rediverted or 

recovered if a project is terminatej: they are "the difference 

between the ex ante opportunity cost of tne funds and the value that 

could be recovered, ex-post, if it is decided to terminate the 
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project" (Sharkey, 1982, P• 156). Sharkey notes that the capital 

cost of an airplane to enter a particular market is not sunk, since 

the airplane could later be usea in a different market at almost no 

additional cost. It would likewise appear that the fixed costs of 

satellite systems are not sunk, since satellites can be repositioned 

in tne geosynchronous orbit at the relatively modest cost of their 

on-board fuel, Similarly, th~ir antennas can be reoriented to 

accommodate n~~ marKets should the one e~tered prove 

unremunerative. This is adciticnal aocumentation that satellite 

markets are in , ■ neral contestacle; it corroborates the behavioral 

evidence from :~T2LSAT that we ~ave already. noted. 

We conclude wit~ jata suggastin; that telecommunications markets 

in the United States and the Jnited Kin;com are contestable. The 

Competitive Carrier p~oceed1n; cf the 0 cc, begun in 1979, had the 

effect of facilitin; comp ■ t1t1ve entry into the U.S. domestic 

satellite mar~et, m~kinJ it easier for ''non-dominant carriers 11 to 

''institute or ciscontinue service, 11 i.e. to reduce entry and exit 

The private Mercury consortium was 

estaolisheo in the united K1n;dcm, it seems, precisely to provide a 

competitive check on the monopolistic po~er of British Telecom 

(BT). Although Mercury"s incursion into 3T"s ~arket share has been 

quite modest to cate, evidence sug~ests that the mere threat of such 

entry has galva~ized 3ritish Telacom manage~ent to new levels of 

efficiency and custc~er a~areness (see Jonscher, forthcoming 1985). 

c~ CQ1im~l-Eci,i □ i-l~-~~~i~iii_:,~o~mi,_Wilf~Ci_ 

The discussion of cream-ski~min; in Section III noted that 

competition has the effect of fcrcing prices to align themselves 
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with costs market by market, and thereby, following accepted canons 

of neoclassical economics, to maximize economic welfare, Given what 

INTELSAT perceives to be an absolute prohibition against relaxing 

its global pricing ~olicy, competitive entry into its low-cost North 

Atlantic market could indeed inflict "si;nificant" economic harm 

upon it--harm so extensive, in fact, as to constitute an argument 

against allowin; such co~eetition. Thus, discussion of 

cream-skimmin~ aas includad in Section III, devoted to arguments 

opposing competition. ~ro~ a broader ~erspective, however, the 

creation of welfare-•aximiz1n9 ~rices afforded by competitive entry 

is obviously a consideration in favor of co~petition, 

Measures of ~lobal ~elfzre, however, ignore distributional 

aspects of pricing, ;s ~e notid 1n discussin; the development 

externality featwres of :~T:L~~T's ;lobally averaged tariff, Much 

of the current Euro~ean coalition o~~osing Ceregulation there, which 

Noam has characterized 1s the ''postal-industrial complex," is 

composed ct ;roucs t"at would probacly ~ecome net losers (the poor, 

tne rural, l1r;e and ~ell connected contractors) in any 

reoistri □ ution of telecommunications costs and oenefits, even though 

the overall welfare level would increase as a result (Noam, 

forthcomin; 1935). 

In case a telecommunications monopoly is retained, however, 

tariff structures are still available that can areatly increase the 

level of overall economic welfare above that provided either by 

global avera~in~ or by political compromises. The best known of 

such tariff policies is Ramsey pricing, which has already been 

mentioned, we now discuss Ramsey pricin; further, first in the 
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context of an important study of the West German aundespost•s tariff 

policy, and then by relating ~amsey prices to INTELSAT and to the 

sustainability property, 

•• Neumann, Schweizer ano von •eizsacker (198il see also Neumann, 

forthcoming 1985) examined the ~elfare-theoretic consequences of 

using Ramsey pricing for the 3urdespost in 1978, They took two 

generic services, local ano toll telephony. Following almost 

universal practice, the 3unaespcst prices local calls below cost and 

toll calls above cost, orovidin; 3 net subsidy from toll to local 

users. ~etermining the relevant costs ard elasticities, they 

concluaed that Ramsey prices for these two services--marked up from 

marginal cost in inverse proportion to tre respective orice 

elasticities at :emano so as ax1ctly to capture ocerating 

ccsts--would nave prcviaeo a nat overall welfare ;ain of over OM l 

billion in 1973 alone. 

If iNT~LSAT can stave off ccmpetitive entry and thereby prevent 

the ali;nment of cost with price on eacr of its routes or 

submarkets, t~e option of R~msey pricin; offers some noteworthy 

benefits. The first has to de with the sustainability of its 

(presumed) natural monopoly, ~hich ~e have defined in terms of the 

inacility of potential rivals tc enter its submarkets profitably. 

□ ne important result of s~stain1oility t~ecry with resoect to 

pricing is that under auite general conditions, Ramsey prices render 

a natural monoooly sustainable against competitive entry (see Saumol 

et al,, 1982, pp, 208-217; Sharkey, 1982, pp. 101-102). Thus, in 

addition to the ~elfare-maximizing ~roperties of Ramsey prices under 

conditions (such as scale econo~ies) where ~arginal-cost pricing 



does not recover total operatin; costs, Ramsey prices would have the 

additional merit of rendering I~T:LSAT's natural monopoly 

sustainable, An incumbent with a truly sustainable natural 

monopoly, in turn, need not worry about the threat of entry--any 

such attempt would fail, unless it were subsidized to allow a 

strategic foothcld to be ,ained by competitors. 

Finally, it is possible to int9rpret various of INT:LSAT's 

tariff offerings as em~coiments of inverse-elasticity pricing (see 

Snow, 1;16, PP• 43-45; Snow, 19770, pp. 15-21), although the more 

technical Kamsey criterion has certainly not oeen taken into 

explicit account. =van glooal ;vara9ing offers a greater excess of 

pr1ce over (~e;ionally disa;;re;ated) cost for low-elasticity users 

(predominantly in the "tlantic re;ion) than for higher-elasticity 

users (preoominantly in the 0 acific and Ind1an regions). Likewise, 

transponoer leasing for ore-emctiole jomestic service provides 

advantageously low prices tor ~ainly hi;r-elasticity user groups 

(developing countries, in ;eneral) while retaining high,r 

avera;e-cost prices for u~ers at lar;e, bavin; on balance a lower 

price elasti:1ty of demand. 

we note in conclusion tao arsctical imoediments to Ramsey-type 
11 

pricing structures. First, their calculation depends critically 

upon the quality of ~ne theory, methodology and data used to 
12 

estimate the relevant costs and elasticities. Second, they ara 

often politically unrealistic. =or example, the Ramsey pricing 

scheme assumeo for the welfare study of Eundespost tariff policy 

would have almost doubled tre price of local service while reducing 

toll charges by about thirty per cent (Neumann et al., 1983, P• 83). 
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The clai~ has been made (see Fisrman, 1384, p. 112) that in 

today"s overall context of expo~entially increasing traffic, 

competition on the North •tlantic route might actually increase 

INTELSAT"S own traffic, other thin;s equal. ~ less extreme version 

of this argument is that this high rate of traffic growth would 

quickly compensate any absolute loss suffered by INT:LSAT due to 

competitive encroachmants. 

This reasoning is reminiscent of similar claims made with 

respect to the q~ite aifferent setting of tre fast food industry. 

Anecdotal eviden:e su;;ests t~!t ~hen ~ ■ st Food Chain S locates one 

of its restaurants imm~diately adjacent to an existing restaurant of 

Chain A, Chain A :an occasionally increase its business at that 

location. Tne accno~ic theory cehind tris alleged phenomenon is as 

yet poorly understccOt ~ut one co~ld ar;ue as follows. Instead of 

being substitutes, the services offered by comoeting satellite 

carriers (say) 3ra in fact compl&ments: the use of one stimulates 
l 3 

rather than depresses tne use of the other. Users purchasing 

specialized video or a ■ t3 services on a sm3ll, rival carrier, far 

example, mi;ht find their oublic telephony reauirements on the same 

route increased as a result. 

Much of this reasonin; cepen~s uoon ■ ssumotions about what 

market niche is bein; targeteo by competitors: ( 1) services that 

INT2LSAT has no intention or capacility of offering in any case; (2) 

services that :NTELSAT ~ould of·fer only if they were offered 

competitively; (3) services that I~T:LSAT would offer only if there 

were a credible threat of their being offered competitively; or (4) 
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services that INTELSAT would offer in any event, regardless of 

competitive considerati~ns. Naturally, perceptions by INTELSAT and 

its potential competitors as to what markets would be involed in the 

case of competition differ widely and are interdependent, and one is 

tempted to suggest a Jame-theoretic approach as the most appropriate 

analytical perspective (see Sharkey, 1982, Chaoter 6). In any 

event, only the actual process of competition, as opposed to a 

,ci2ci reasoning, could 01t1rmica with certainty how markets, 

oemand, supply, ~nd ~rices ~ould interact. At this stage the claim 

that alternative com~etitive offerin;s on North Atlantic satellite 

routes would stimulate ratner than depress ZNTcLSAT's traffic, 

~iliCia ,~c1QYa• is speculativa 1ndeeo. 

=-,2m,i1.1iQQ_~~-~Q_;ifiii~a1_Qi~i2~iC~-£C2ii~ijCi 

This final ?.r;u~ent offered in favor of competition is general 

enough to encompass 311 tne rest 3S special cases. It derives 

ultimately from the insi;hts of F.~. Hayek, the Nobel laureate 

economist of the Austrian school. 

while closely allieo with tre nec:lassical outlook, Austrian 

school economists regard the QC2i~!! of competition as uniquely 

beneficial 3nd ijfficient, ~side fro~ its effects on prices and 

resource allocation, Hayek (l16a; see also Knieps et al,, 1981) 

considers competiticn as a dec~ntralized, non-bureaucratic, 

efficient ''discovery procedure" or information system, ~or example, 

the best way to cetermine what ~arket-clearin9 price and quantity 

would prevail if competition were to exist would be simply to allow 

competition to exist, rather th.n to estimate s~pply and demand 

curves and determine where they intersect, 



we have already noted a telecommunications setting in which this 

reasoning has been applied. The German Monopoly Commission saw no 

reason to exclude the Bundespost from terminal equipment markets as 

a matter of general principle, perhaps on the grounds that it would 

have an •unfair" competitive advantag•. Instead, they argued that 

the 3undespost should be Cig~iCi~ to compete with private 

suppliers. The process of competition itself would then "discover" 

whether the 3unJesoost had a cost advantage--in this case, economies 

of scope between the prevision of network transmission and terminal 

equi~ment services. This 1'ciscovary 1
' would be costless, 

non-bureaucratic, arc Doth more dependaole and less tedious than 

gathering the data ard estirrating ~he cost functions required for a 

theoretical rrocel that •o~lc answer the same qustion. 

In the ~ontext o• t~e ~ort~ Atlantic satellite market, this 

ar;um~nt woul~ ;o 55 follows. ~eit•er I~TELSAT nor any potential 

competitors sho~lc oe excluaed from competition on~ QCiRCi grounds, 

assuming that routine tacnnical anC financial s~fe;uards were 

The ensuinJ competition its•lf would reveal the 

underlying cost relationships in the most efficient manner. 

facts, inceed, coula oe ''aiscovered'' by such competition. 

Several 

First, INTELSAT might not be a natural •onopoly at all, given 

its current level of output. Ir other ~ords, it might not exhibit 

cost subadditivity. Ji;eccnomies of large-scale or;anizat_ion, for 

example, mi;ht m$ke it possible for INTELSAT and one or more 

competitors to ~reduce a given ·output vector more cheaply than could 

INTELSAT itself. Second, INTELSAT might have a natural monopoly 

that is sustainable, perhaos by using ~a~sey pricing instead of 



average-cost pricing, In this instance "competition" would consist 

of the failur~ of competitors to attain long-term economic, viability 

at prices they must charge to attract customers from INTELSAT; they 

would ultimately exit the market, Third, INTELSAT might have an 

unsustainable natural monopoly, Here, as in the first case of no 

natural monopoly, competitors ~culd be able to enter successfully, 

Thus, the mere presence af successful co~petitors would be unable to 

distinguish batoeen lack of nat~ral mono~oly and presence of 

unsustainable natural ~onopcly; adoitional information, perhaps 

including cost function estimation, ~ould be necessary. The most 

important puolic policy decisicn would be whether to provide 

artificial ''sustenanc•'' to an unsustainable natural monlpoly, for 

example by prohibitin9 entry. T~is would appear to be the 

theoretical basis of the debate surrounding the economic 

coordination machanis~ of Article XIV(:). 

Finally, we note t~at ease cf ~arket entry and exit, a 

prerequisite for market contestability, also contributes to the 

process of competition as an efficient discovery procedure and 

information system. Tremore costlessly rival firms can enter and 

exit previously monopolized markets, the ~ore q~ickly information 

regarding underlying competiti,e conditions can be "discovered," 

The historical survey in Section r: indicates an evolution from 

monopoly to competition in U.S. telecommunications generally, and in 

the domestic satellite market in particJlar. The crucial turning 

point, if one can be identified, came in 1968-69, In the final 
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weeks of the Johnson administration, the President's Task force on 

Communication~ Policy recommended that Comsat be awarded a monopoly 

for domestic satellite service, Within a year, the incoming 

Republican administration had disagreed with the Task Force on the 

existence ot scale economies anc urged the FCC to promote 

competition, T~e Commission implemented this as its Open Skies 

program. The co~petitive Carrier satellite proceedings at the FCC 

are a more recent manifestation of this same deregulatory process 

(see Lipman, 1354), 

In aoditicn, we rave seen trat Congress and NTIA, based on 

recent policy documents, are quite stron;ly pro-competitive in 

telecommunicatijns watters, includin; (in tre case of NTIA) 

international satellite service, Congress, NT:l, and the Department 

of State are ~rovidin; input to t~e •hite House on the North 

Atlantic satellite issue; tre ~rite House will in turn recommend a 

policy to the FCC. Cf these a:tors, all but the 8epartment of State 

show an increasing historical sympatry to competition in 

telecommunicatiors mar~ets. :t a voice of restraint is heard, it 

will prooably oe that ot State, •hich on forei;n policy ;rounds may 

ur9e moderation of the ;overnment"s zeal to ceregulate INTELSAT, 

Two aspects ot this countervailinJ foreign policy issue have oeen 

mentioned: INTELSAT as a real and symbolic U,S, foreign policy 

success, which its ~ember stat~s do rot wis~ to see dismembered by 
14 

*'economic zealots'' ; and INTELSAT as a unioue multilateral 

eAercise in telecommunications development assistance for its less 

developeo members, and in aerospace technology and industrial 

contracting tor its industrialized members, 
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Sections III and IV reviewec powerful ar;uments both for and 

against allowing competition. The stron;est reason for prohibiting 

competition with the global system is tre necessity of protecting an 

unsustainable natural monopoly, if natural monopoly cost conditions 

(subadditivity) are indeed found to exist. Wise public policy in 

such a situation would dictate the orotection users' interests by 

favoring tra lo~est-cost procuctlon cpticn, namely a single service 

provider. This is a static ar;~mant which may nead to be refined to 

take into 1ccount dynamic factors such as service diversity and 

stimulation of ne~ tecnnolo;1es. u.s. foreign policy considerations 

also have a strcn; appeal cut will ~robably not be decisive. 

The stron~est pro-com~etitive ar;umants cited here include the 

greater procuct divars1ty and attantion to users' needs that seem to 

flourish when ccTpetition--cr ~•rhaps merely the threat of 

competition, follcwinJ contestability t~eory--is allowed. INTELSAT, 

howavar, was seen ~o ~e increasingly ras~onsive to special user 

neeas even without sctual comp~tition. ~nether benefit of 

competition--its role as an efiicient anc autonomous discovery 

procedure and ~nfor~3tion syste~--also provides a oersuasive case 

for its adoption ~nder quite ~ereral c1rcu~st3nces. Due to 

distrioutionsl anj political consiaerstions, however, ~e have seen 

that welfare-maximizin; tariff structures such as Ramsey pricing, 

despite their theoretical appeal, are less politically realistic and_ 

amenable to implementation. 

~ost of the arguments pro and contra that have been assembled 

here--and inaeea most cf the historical policy decisions as 

well--depend for their validity on certain theoretical propositions 
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that can be corroborated or refutgd only by empirical evidence, The 

empirical element, ho~ever, has be~n conspicuously absent in this 

essay; this 1s because so few compre~ens1ve, reliable, and 

lt seems almost certain 

that U,S, ~olicy towara competition in international satellite 

~arkets will soon be decided upcn in the absence of any such 

The 11 tc,chnJl0;y 11 for this ki'"'ld of ,empirical 

an~l1sis--exists toca1 3S t~q eco1oni5t's state of the art. What is 

iack1ng 1s t~~ ~oliti:al will tc make resources available to conduct 
l S 

:t ~as pro~i~2d ;t th~ 8utset th3t no decision about the issue 

Tn~or~tic~: arj~~ents 7nG h1s~0ric~l prec~jents ~ave baen adduced, 
1 6 

Will 

an effi~iirt 1nr~r~at1on syste~--p1~Jv11e t~e onlf inform3tion abo6t 
1 7 

adv~ncs3 reduce t~e sc3rcity ~f t~leco~~~nicaticrs capacity, there 

is a ~atur~l ~vclution frcm ~o,ccoly to reJ~l3tion. 
2 

=er ~ :ompl~t2 r~pro~uction of this 

docwm~~t wit~ ~cco~p3n;1n; ~olicy discussion 3nd 3n3lysis, sea 
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3 
U.S. Seno1te, 1583, p, 113. For a description of non-INTELSAT 

sat1ll1te arrangements between the United States and 3ermuda, and 

oet~aen the United States and C2nada, see Celine, 1983, Appendix No. 

4, pp. 5-7. 
4 

The most completa sinJle compilation of sustainability and 

contestability theory is 3aumol et al., 1982. This is reviewed in 

µ ~or~ accessi~l~ introduction is in Sharkey, 1982. 

3au~ol, 19S2, 1s a usef~l ~uTm1ry 3nd rec~pitulation. Coursey et 

COS t ..S. • 

.)h5r'K2Yt 

7 

is a critic3l 

for =: ~ulti-product 

Tiore thcrou;h discJssion of this 

~olic 1 se~ Sno~, 1·~s:, 3no Sno·~, 1923. 
,j 

11I;>.1TCL::;:ir 1.'3 r'\:)t 2 -T'.C~O;Joly 11 -;in::.;, it C0,?3 riot b<?h:ive lik<? 0 

monopoly; 1 S , i t ,.:.:ces not. Jrcfits by restricting 



output, for exa~ple. In discussing whethar INTELSAT is a natural 

monopoly we will use a property of the cost function, namely 

subadditivity, rather tnan J beravioral criterion. 
1 

SucG ;looal unsustainability is suggested by the statement 

tnat 11 [o]n ind1vidu~l routes or satellites, due to concepts of 

glob~l intarconnect1vity ..• the I~T2LSAT system is highly 

liJ 

exarr~l~, n2ve critic1~~d its l3Ck of theoretic3l rigor. 

1;S4, µp. 12-13. 
l 1 

~a~sey pri:~n] 1n ~Jst G~r·n5n ~el~co~m~nicatio~s tariffs. 
1 " 

See Snow, 

Evans (1333) illustrates 

th& e~ti,rzt~cn Jt ~ul~~-rroc~ct cJst f~nctions • 
.:. .3 

3 cositive 

rath~r th60 6 r·~;~tlv~ :ross-el5st1:i~y of de~~nd ~ith a3c~ other. 
1 • 

~~~ ~~~r&s;1or 1s ~r,at ot ~JO~~ (f~rtnco~in; 1;35) in 

r;fe-r~n:o::a- t:, 

i 5 

telacomm~nicatior5 oo~lcies. See Snow (forthc0~in; 1935b). 
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